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Abstract: Microblog posts may contain so-called hashtags that mark keywords or top-
ics. These hashtags are used in an ad-hoc fashion; their meaning is implicitly defined
via their use, which makes understanding and querying hashtags difficult. In this paper
we devise a method for annotating microblog posts which contain hashtags with re-
lated encyclopedia entities. Thus, users have the means to quickly grasp the meaning
of a hashtag, and find starting points for further exploration of the hashtags’ context.
We implement our method based on Twitter and an existing system for linking content
to Wikipedia.

1 Introduction

Microblogging services allow users to publish short messages online. Twitter1 is the

largest dedicated microblogging site; as of March 2011, its users create an average of

140 millions posts a day2. Given a 140-character limit for posts, Twitter users invented

shortcuts for certain expressions. So-called hashtags (starting with a # sign followed by

a keyword) are frequently used to associate posts with a specific topic, place, person or

event. For example, posts covering current events in Lybia are tagged with #Libya.

Hashtags are useful for organising microblogging messages and for highlighting topics of a

specific message. Thus, it becomes possible to search for messages on a topic by searching

for the hashtag used for the topic. Microblogging platforms support this search for specific

hashtags. However, as hashtags are implicitly defined via their use, the meaning of a

hashtag is often unclear. Services such as tagdef3 provide means to provide a definition of

a hashtag, but these services rely on user input and thus only cover a subset of all hashtags.

In addition, since hashtags are not related to other structured information sources, querying

is limited to direct keyword search.

In this paper we propose a method for associating hashtags with encyclopedia entities. We

envision a system which automatically finds entities equivalent to a hashtag. However, this
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